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Abstract
Traditional supervised learning keeps pushing convo-
lution neural network(CNN) achieving state-of-art perfor-
mance. However, lack of large-scale annotation data al-
ways bother researchers due to the high cost of it, even Im-
ageNet dataset is over-fitted by complex models now. The
success of unsupervised learning method represented by the
Bert model training in natural language processing(NLP)
field shows its great potential. And it makes that unlimited
training samples becomes possible and the great univer-
sal generalization ability changes NLP research direction
directly. In this article, we purpose a novel unsupervised
learning method based on contrastive predictive coding in
computer vision field. By learning reconstruable high level
representation information of object from image itself, we
are able to train model with any non-annotation images and
improve model’s performance to reach state-of-art perfor-
mance at the same level of model complexity. Beside that,
the learning ability of feature representation information
is common if the number of training images could be un-
limited amplification, an universal large-scale pre-trained
computer vision model is possible in the future.
1. Introduction
Deep learning model, characterized by large volume of
parameters, strong domain adoption and great generaliza-
tion ability, has reached state-of-art performance in ev-
ery computer vision tasks and dominated this area for al-
most ten years long. Beyond that, new designations of
model structure and massive parameters keep improving
models’ performance, but behind this, increasingly power-
ful computing power and large-scale annotation data sets
are the biggest driving force. Nowadays, powerful comput-
ing power is easy to obtain, but not for high quality annota-
tion data sets. Even now, ImageNet started to be overfitted
by large scale convolution neural model, and model’s per-
formance doesn’t improve much in these two years.
The two main strategies to solve problems are: (1) Dis-
covering a better model architecture designation and (2) Im-
proving model’s feature extraction ability by more training
data though applying extra data sources or data augmenta-
tion. For strategy 1, the mainstream research focus on min-
imizing the size of model but remain similar performance,
the common methods are knowledge distillation(Use pre-
trained large model to teach small size model) and Effi-
cientNet(scaling model to be best fit on specific data set).
For strategy 2, by modifying the training images with com-
puter vision to expand original training data size, so that
model can get better generalization ability. Both strategies
have made the models reach the best performance on Im-
agenet in 2019, but they don’t solve the problem that lack
of large-scale annotation data to train large size model, and
specialized training strategy makes the model hard to over-
come domain adoption problem to be an universal pre-train
model.
To overcome this challenge, semi-supervised learning
which also is widely used in knowledge distillation field
tries to do machine annotation by large model or web su-
pervision to expand training data set to reach billion-scale.
However, the drawback of these approaches is that these
generated annotations are noisy and limited in specific cat-
egories, this also limits the model’s performance improve-
ment space. In order to avoid this situation, unsupervised
learning is purposed and actively being researched on by
the research community. Compared with previous research,
the learning object is not decided by image’s annotation in
unsupervised learning strategy, training purpose is more fo-
cused on universal feature detection and extraction. The
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evaluation criteria for training is generated by the training
image itself.
The most common unsupervised learning strategy is to
make prediction for the missing patches of contextual infor-
mation in a text sentence or pixel in a image, so is also in-
ferred as representation learning. One of the oldest strategy
in this research field is generated from signal data compres-
sion called predictive coding. Inspired by this, large NLP
pre-training model Bert which makes prediction by neigh-
bor words has been proved successful in practice. So for
computer vision research, since object has its own unique
texture and shape characterizes, it is reasonable to assume
that random pixel or image patches in the image is highly
dependent on its neighbors as well on the similar shared
high level latent information. And recently research has
shown that this brings stronger feature extracting ability
than normal supervised training result on the same data set.
However, current research ignores image object’s own spe-
cial structure and texture information and location informa-
tion. We address these key challenge by introducing new
contrastive predictive method and special data augmenta-
tion.
Our first contribution is to reform contrastive predictive
method’s learning mechanism. Given a image, model will
be forced to pay more attention to the object’s shape and
profile, other than
Our second contribution is to introduce transformer
model as autoregreesion model to perform supervised train
computer vision model.
Our third contribution is that we use neural transfer
model as data argumentation method to regularize model’s
learning direction.
Through our unsupervised training method, model
shows better domain adoption ability and performance than
model with regular supervised training. This also hints that
an universal pre-trained large computer vision model is po-
tentially.
2. Related Work
2.1. Contrastive Predictive
Inspired by the brain neuron, constrastive predictive cod-
ing, as shown in figure 1, is an unifying framework for
understanding redundancy reduction and efficient coding
in the nervous system. In recent researches, it is used in
pixel recurrent neural networks, video generation and uni-
versal NLP model training. With the assumption that infor-
mation of data points(context or image patches or pixels)
with closed locations are related and predictable by each
others, the mechanism of it is to predict the future or miss-
ing information by the known information around the tar-
get. Due to the future or missing information is included or
implied in the training data itself, this constructs a prefect
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Figure 1. The overview of traditional contrastive prediction coding
application on a sequence data. With a sequence of known repre-
sentation learning information, the second half of the sequence is
masked and predicted by the autoregression model based on the
unmasked sequence part. By comparing the prediction and the
known information sequence, this contracts constrastive learning
which is supervised.
supervised learning situation under unsupervised learning.
Since a good representation of context or image should be
able to reconstruct the object itself and predict its profile.
In other words, a well trained model should filter useless
low-level details of visual perception or context which has
no help for logical inference. The mechanism of the con-
strastive predictive coding will regularize the model’s train-
ing to meet his purpose. Recently, its related applications
like GPT, Bert and previous application like word2vector
all provide strong model performance and are widely used
in many tasks.
Contrastive predictive coding normally includes three
parts, the first is feature representation information extrac-
tion, the next one is sequence prediction, the last is con-
trastive loss.
Feature representation information extraction is nor-
mally performed by the encoder part of the computer vision
model in the image processing field, and the primary object
is to improve model’s feature information extraction ability.
Due to training and target data is in the sequence format,
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the prediction task is performed by the autoregression mod-
els. Autoregression model can be in different formats. In
the recent researches, recurrent neural network(RNN) and
Long Short-Term Memory(LSTM) are commonly used to
compose the autoregression model to help regularize the
computer vision model’s training process.
Contrastive loss function is widely used in objects detec-
tion tasks and domains adoption, normally it is based on the
triplet losses and using max-margin method to separate pos-
itive examples from negative. Though this loss function, the
useful vision feature information can be distinguished from
low-level texture features.
2.2. Object Shape Bias Increment
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) has been suc-
cessfully used in countless computer vision tasks. The most
common thought about how the CNN recognizes the vision
objects from its perceptions is based on the learned repre-
sentation of objects’ shape and texture. However, recent re-
search proves that object’s texture is much more decisive
than object’s shape(Object’s shape’s identification is also
kind based on texture). This subverts our perception of the
CNN’s working mechanism. This also explains to some ex-
tent that why CNN lacks the generalization ability that it
should have in domain adoption problems and pre-trained
model is not that necessary in some cases. However, in con-
trast, pre-trained Bert model reached state-of-the-art in ev-
ery NLP tasks at the moment it was developed. After that,
recent researches prove that external training for increasing
object shape learning does considerably improve model’s
classification performance.
2.3. Neural Transfer
In 2015, The development of the Neural-Style algorithm
extends the limit of what a CNN can learn from the picture.
By the combination of the content loss and style loss func-
tions, CNN can learn the representation of target image’s
artistic style. In additional, CNN can reproduce and apply
learned image style onto other image. The will help us to
modify the image’s texture.
2.4. Transformer
In 2018, the Google’s paper ”Attention is All You Need”
first introduced attention mechanism and a brand new kind
neural layer called Transformer which is completely based
on the attention mechanism. And the models which are
based on the transformer layer has been proved to be su-
perior in performance in all NLP problems. Other than that,
the transformer model’s good parallelism resolves the prob-
lem that traditional large NLP model is hard to be trained
parallel. This breaks the domination of LSTM in NLP ap-
plications.
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Figure 2. The generation of image patches grid. For an image after
being resized as 224 × 224, the image patches of it are extracted
and half overlapped with every patch’s neighbor patch. All patches
form a 7× 7 image patches grid eventually.
3. The Designation of Unsupervised Represen-
tation Learning Method
Our aim is to design an unsupervised learning method
that we are able to train any large computer vision model on
training data without annotations. In Section 3.1, we intro-
duce how to do image representation information sequence
self-generating. In Section 3.2, we introduce neural trans-
fer as data augmentation for increasing object shape bias.
In Section 3.3, we describe our innovative contrastive pre-
diction coding method. In Section 3.4, the designation of
cost function is introduced. In the final Section 3.5, we de-
scribe the complete improved contrastive prediction coding
architecture and the related algorithm.
3.1. Image Representation Information Sequences
Self-generation
As described in figure 2, every image will first to be re-
sized as shape 224× 224. Then follow the row and column
both directions as shown in figure 2, with step size as 28
pixels each time, totally 7 × 7 image patches with over-
lap(for the row direction, the overlap area size is 56 × 28,
for the column direction, it is 28 × 56) are cropped and
formed a new 7 × 7 image patch grid. After that, as shown
in 3, each element of the image patch grid with size 56×56
will be processed by computer vision model’s encoder part
as image representation learning process, with the mean
pool function, this forms a feature vector matrix with size
7× 7× representation infomraiton′s dimensions.
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Figure 3. The generation of image patches grid. Every image patch
is overlapped with its neighbor patch as much as its half area. This
forms a 7× 7 image patches grid.
3.2. Data Augmentation
In order to force computer vision model to learn more
complex representation of the object shape. Texture in-
formation should be treated as negative information and
separated from the shape information. For this purpose,
5 hand-picked texture samples are chose as target image
styles learned by 5 neural transfer models. By utilizing the
5 models, 5 images with different kinds texture can be pro-
duced from the original image. All these extra images will
be processed in the same way introduced in Section 3.1.
3.3. Contrastive Prediction Methods
Tradition contrastive prediction method extracts infor-
mation and make prediction along with the sequence order.
However, image information structure is different from con-
text or audio signal whose location information is as same
as the sequence order, which comes with strong aggregat-
ing attribute. So, in order to make the image patches se-
quence without losing the image location information, we
design the image sequence generation mechanism as show
in figure 4 and figure 5: with considering the computing
resource requirement, we choose size 3 × 3 image patches
as a training block, the two layers of images patches around
the training block are the target to predict. Then for each
image patch which is chose as the training or target, it will
be padded with value 0 as size 224 × 224, then processed
by the computer vision model’s encoder part and mean pool
layer with output as a vector includes the image patch’s rep-
resentation information. So a sequence of vectors for train-
ing is used by the autoregression model which is composed
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Figure 4. The illusion of autoregression training on the same im-
age. The blue part of the image patch grid is used as training in-
formation to predict the orange part which is around the blue part
by the autoregression model. Repeat doing this by moving right
or down with one image patch as a step shown as the left example.
The right example is the process with opposite direction.
with transformer layers to predict the orange part’s vector
sequence. This forces model to learn the high level latent
representation of the object which can be used to predict
object’s profile’s representation information.
3.3.1 Contrastive Learning on Same Image
An image patches grid X with size s × s, and stride = 1,
perception = k, anchor = (i, j), the training sequence
will be Strain = {Xi:i+k,j:j+k} totally k2 image patches
from the image grid. The target sequence will be Starget =
{Xi:i+k+2,j:j+k+2 − Xi:i+k,j:j+k} which also meets that
max(i+k+2, j+k+2) ≤ s. With computer vision model
fcv and mean pool function, the training sequence will be
transferred as a sequence of latent representation vector x˘ =
pool(fcv(x)) for x ∈ Strain, so is the target sequence y˘ =
pool(fcv(y)) for y ∈ Starget.
As we have the shape of the sequences, an autoregres-
sion function gauto can be constructed. By feeding the
model with the transferred training sequence, a prediction
sequence y¯ = gauto(Strain) which has the same size of tar-
get sequence y˘ is produced. By comparing y¯ and y˘, both
models fcv and gauto are updated during the back propaga-
tion process.
3.3.2 Contrastive Learning On Different Image
In order to force model extract feature representation infor-
mation with more object shape bias, as shown in figure 5,
we utilize the contrastive learning on images with different
textures as a regularization method. The process is close
in section 3.3.1 except the target sequence is from differ-
ent image source. By minimizing the prediction cost of
autoregression model, the texture representation informa-
tion of both training and target sequences should be filtered
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Figure 5. The illusion of contrastive learning on different images.
The blue part which is the training block is always chose from
the original image, but the orange part which is the target part is
chose from the images which are the original image with different
kinds texture. The left and right examples are opposite training
directions like the figure 4.
out during the feature representation information extraction
stage with the computer vision model.
3.4. The Designation of Cost Function
The training of feature extraction ability of computer vi-
sion model is guided by the evaluation of the quality of the
prediction of the autoregression model. The essential pur-
pose of the training is a condition probability function that is
based on the representation learning information of sampled
image patches to predict the target image patches’ represen-
tation information. Also, considering the contrastive learn-
ing processes on images with different and same texture
are running synchronize, the final cost function is a com-
bination of multiple cost functions. The base component of
the cost function is based on the regular cross-entropy loss
with softmax as the probability prediction function, and it
sums the loss over the locations of prediction and target se-
quences:
Lc = − log p(y¯|y˘, x˘) (1)
= −
∑
i
log p(y¯i|y˘i, x˘) (2)
= −
∑
i
log p(
exp(y¯Ti y˘i)
exp(y¯Ti y˘i) +
∑
j exp(y˘ix˘j)
) (3)
Due to the fact that multiple learning processes happen
at the same time on multiple images, the final cost function
is composed by multiple cost functions as the follow:
LC = ω0Lc0 +
∑
i
ωiLci (4)
Where Lc0 represents the cost function of contrastive
learning on the same image, the Lci means the cost func-
tion of learning on the original image and image with ith
kind texture. The sum of all ω values are not necessary to
be 1, the ratio between ω and the sum of ωi controls model
learn more on object’s texture’s information or shape’s.
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Figure 6. The designation of final unsupervised training architec-
ture.
3.5. Unsupervised Learning Architecture
As shown in Figure 6, for every training image, we
used 5 neural transfer models which are introduced in Sec-
tion 3.2, to generate another 5 images with different tex-
tures. With the image processing method introduced in sec-
tion 3.1, multiple representation information vector matri-
ces are generated. During the contrastive learning process
described in section 3.3 and section 3.3, the computer vi-
sion model will be updated and outputted as a pre-trained
model. The related algorithm is algorithm 1.
With appending the classifier layer to the pre-trained
computer vision model from previous training, the new
model can be used to do supervised learning on any other
data set with annotations. The related algorithm is algo-
rithm 2.
4. Experiments
4.1. From Imagenet to Imagenet
4.2. From Webvision to Webvision
4.3. From Webvision to Imagenet
4.4. References
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Algorithm 1 The Unsupervised Learning Architecture
Input: The images {xi}
Computer vision model fcv
Neural Transfer models {fntj}
Autoregression model gauto
Cost function Funsuper
Output: Computer vision model fcv
1: # Traversing the training images without annotations
2: For x in {xi}:
3: # Images with different textures generating
4: x
{fntj }−−−−→ {xj}
5: # Image patches sequences generating
6: x, {xj} Sequence−−−−−−→ xtrainseq , xtargetseq , {xjtargetseq}
7: # Representation learning of image patch sequences
8: xtrainseq
fcv+mean pool−−−−−−−−−−→ vtrainseq
9: xtargetseq
fcv+mean pool−−−−−−−−−−→ vtargetseq
10: {xjtargetseq}
fcv+mean pool−−−−−−−−−−→ {vjtargetseq}
11: cost = Funsuper((
vtargetseq , {vjtargetseq}), gauto(vtrainseq ))
12: Backpropagation of cost to update fcv, gauto
13: End for
14: Repeat the FOR loop until the process converges
15: Return fcv
Algorithm 2 The Supervised Learning Architecture
Input: The images {xi} with annotation
Computer vision model fcv
Cost function F
Output: Computer vision model fcv
1: # Traversing the training images with annotations
2: For x in {xi}:
3: cost = F (label, fcv(x))
4: Backpropagation to update fcv
5: End for
6: Repeat the FOR loop until the process converges
7: Return fcv
Method Frobnability
Theirs Frumpy
Yours Frobbly
Ours Makes one’s heart Frob
Table 1. Results. Ours is better.
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